April 12 Anniversary Tidbits
by Angie

April 12 - Catherine
Dreams, Catherine mused, were the force behind their love.
She and Vincent had both believed in their possibility of
coming true, even before they met. And they had.
Although they were something that had never been, dreams
had transformed them, even as their bond united them.
She wanted to give Vincent something special this year. And
just like that, inspiration came to her.
It took her several days to find the perfect tiny item, but it was
worth the search.
Smiling happily, she wrapped it carefully and placed it in a tiny
box, there to wait patiently for their anniversary.

April 12 – Vincent
The challenge of finding something tiny to send Catherine,
in recognition of their anniversary was causing Vincent some
stress.
He loved the little mementos he received from her, and
decided to reciprocate in that fashion.
He thought back to that first anniversary, with its memorable
exchange of gifts, and had an inspiration.
He again visited Mouse and was surprised to find what
he needed easily – enough for two. Small gifts had their
advantages!
He assembled them carefully, then later wrapped and
packaged them.
He hoped Catherine had room for more tiny treasures,
because he now found them quite addictive.

April 12 – The Gift Exchange
Vincent and Catherine had enjoyed a lovely anniversary dinner
with a little wine and cream puffs for dessert. They were now
curled up on his bed, digesting and taking turns reading from
“A Treasury of Shorter Verse”.
Finally, Vincent could wait no longer, and Catherine smiled in
agreement.
They presented their tiny packages to each other and opened
them carefully.
Vincent held his up and regarded his chamber through the
sparkling web, making a silent wish for the occasion.
Catherine was captivated by the two little gemstone gardens.
Not surprisingly, they expressed their mutual joy with a long,
passionate kiss.

